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This paper examines the limits of zeroes of the sequence of chromatic poly- 
nomials corresponding to the sequence of maps consisting of an inner and outer 
square seperated by n 4-r&. This serves as an interesting application of the 
Beraha, Kahane, Weiss theorem [2,3] and has the striking result that h = 4 is 
a limit of zeroes of this family. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
Consider the sequence of maps (A,), where A, consists of two squares 
separated by n 4-rings. For example, A, is depicted in Figure 1. This 
infinite sequence of maps recommends itself by its simplicity as an 
introductory exercise for studying the zeroes of families of chromatic 
polynomials. In this paper we investigate these zeroes. The methods used 
involve the reduction formulas of Birkhoff and Lewis [l], a theorem on recur- 
sively defined polynomials [2, 31, and standard techniques of analysis and 
combinatorics. 
FIG. 1. The map A, . 
* Presently on sabbatical leave at the Department of Applied Mathematics, The Weizmann 
Institute of Science, Rehovot, Israel. 
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We find that X = 4 appears as a limit of zeroes. It is striking that such a 
simple family (whose members incidentally are each four-colorable) exhibits 
this limit, whereas more complicated families such as those treated in [4] 
do not. 
One further by-product of this investigation is the result that there exist 
chromials for which h = 3 is a repeated root with arbitrarily high multi- 
plicity. 
In section II we derive the recursion relation which governs the chromials 
for this sequence. Section III concerns itself with a general analysis of the 
zeroes of these chromials. The results and conclusions are presented in 
section IV. 
Throughout, we shall use notation and convention close to that of Birkhoff 
and Lewis [l]. We shall alert the reader to any deviations. 
In particular, if P(A) is the standard chromial for some map, i.e. P(A) 
gives the number of colorings of that map using h colors, then by changing 
variables to u = X - 3 we obtain the main Lewis form by setting 
m + 3) 
ecu) = u(u + l)(U + 2)(u + 3) . 
In this paper, all chromials shall be in the main Lewis form. 
We shall need the 2-gon, 3-gon and 4-gon reduction formulas given by 
Equations 1.1, 1.2 and 1.4 of reference [l] on p. 374. For the sake 
of completeness we depict these formulas in Figure 2. This picture 
writing style is self explanatory and is by now standard. The boundary is 
drawn in a broken line to indicate that we have isolated a portion of a larger 




















FIG. 2. The 2-, 3-, and 4-gon reduction formulas. 
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map for depiction. When we apply the 4-gon reduction formula to various 
maps (Figures 3, 4, and 5) heavy lines are used for the edges of that 4-gon 
which is being reduced and a stroke through one of these edges indicates 
that it is the first edge to be removed in the reduction. 
Il. THE RECURSION RELATION 
Let A,(u) be the chromial for the map A, . We are interested in deriving a 
recursion relation governing the {A,(u)}. In figure 3 we depict the first step 
of this derivation. The first line of the figure shows the application of the 
4-gon reduction formula to A,,, . By the symmetry of the A, the last two 
terms are combined as shown in the second line. Finally the 3-gon reduction 
formula is apphed to reduce out the triangles. We recognize the map of the 
last term of the result as A, and the map of the first term we call B,+l . Hence 
we have the relation 
&+,W = (u - 0 &+,(4 + (u + 1) ~2&(~)? (n = 1, 2, 3,...). 
FIG. 3. The derivation of Eq. (1). 
Next, again apply the reduction formulas to Blafl , as depicted in figure 4. 
We get, 
&x.+1(4 = (u - 1) C&4 + (u + 1) u2M4, (n = 1, 2, 3,...) (2) 
where C,(U) is the chromial for the new map which appears in the reduction. 
Finally, as depicted in figure 5, the reduction formulas are applied to C, and 
we obtain the relation 
C&) = (u - 1) z4du) + 4~ + 2) B,(u), (n = 1, 2, 3,...). (3) 
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FIG. 4. The derivation of Eq. (2). 
= u;u+f9 +ucu+2@ 
FIG. 5. The derivation of Eq. (3). 
If we now eliminate B,(u) and C,(U) between equations (l), (2) and (3) we 
obtain the second order difference equation 
where 
A+,(u) + .Mn+1(U) + S2u4 = 0, (n = 1, 2, 3,...) (4) 
fl = -u(u3 + 6u - 3) 
and 
f2 = 2u3(u + l)(U2 + u - 1). 
It can easily be seen that the chromials B,(u) and C,(u) satisfy the exact 
same recursion relation as A,(u). Hence these families of chromials differ 
only by their initial values. This becomes important later on when we discuss 
the isolated roots. 
The initial conditions for A,(u), B,(u) and C,(U) are derivable by straight- 
forward counting arguments and are tabulated in Table I. It should be noted 
that although we have not defined a map A0 we can nonetheless use the differ- 
ence equation backwards to obtain a “chromial” A,,(u) = (1 + u-l) U-~ and 
thereby extend the range of validity of Eq. (4) to n = 0. Similar considera- 
tions lead to expressions for B,, and C, . 
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TABLE I 
Some Low Order Chromials 
A0 = (1 + u-l)u-* 
Al = ZP + 0 * u + 2 + u-1 
,& = u” + 0 - us + 6~4 - 8ua + 8us + 2u - 1 
~~ zzz ~10 + 0 .us + lOua - 15~7 +40ua- 72u5 + 67u* -88~~ - lOua + 3u 
B. = &-” 
Bl = u 
B2 = u5 + 0 * u4 + 5us - 5ua + 0 * u + 1 
B3 = ~9 + 0 - us + 9~’ - 12rP + 3014~ - 42u4 + 15~’ + 614~ - 3u 
c, = 1 +gu-1 
Cl = u4 + 0 * us + 4u2 - u - 1 
c,=us+0.u’+8u8-9u6+21u4-16us-22us+3u 
Ca = u12 + 0 * ull+ 12~‘~ - 16rP + 61u* - 106~’ + 157~~ - 14.4~~ + 34u4 + 2214~ - 9u* 
III. LIMITS OF ZEROES 
In this section we investigate the asymptotic behavior of the zeroes of the 
chromials An(u) as n + co. To this end let us make the definition: 
a complex number x is a limit of zeroes of the sequence {A,(u)} if there is 
a sequence {u,} such that A,(u,) = 0 and u, -+ x as n -+ co. 
From the recursion relation (4) and the fact that u is a factor off1 and u2 is 
a factor of f2 it follows that each successive A,(u) gains an additional factor 
of U. The following theorem and corollary are then obvious consequences of 
the initial conditions: 
THEOREM 1. A,(u) has u = 0 (X = 3) as a root of multiplicity n - 2.l 
COROLLARY 2. x = 0 is a limit of zeroes of (A,(u)}. 
Such a limit of zeroes, which is itself, from some term and on a zero of 
every member of the sequence, we call a persistent zero of {A,(u)}. It some- 
what simplifies the subsequent algebraic manipulations if we reduce out 
this persistent zero. Hence, let 
A,(u) = * . 
1 This is the result quoted by Tutte on p. 373 of reference [S]. 
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The polynomials&(u) satisfy the recursion relation 
4&+2w + 3A+&) + 32A64 = 0 (n = 0, 1, 2, 3 ,...) 
where 
f; = -(u” + 624 - 3) 
and 
32 = 2U(U + l)(U2 + 24 - l), 
and the initial conditions are: 
(5) 
(6) 
A, = 1 + 24-l 
A,=u3+2u+ 1. 
(7) 
Also, for the families (B,(u)] and (C,(U)>, there is some gain in defining 
reduced chromials as follows: 
B,(u) = B,(u)/zP-2; C,(u) = C&)/u”-1. 
We tabulate some low-order reduced chromials in Table II. 
TABLE II 
Some Low Order Reduced Chromials 
A, = 1 + u-1 
a, = us + 0 f I2 + 2u + 1 
x& = u6 + 0 - u6 + 6u4 - 812 + 8uB + 2u - 1 
A, = l4@+o~u~+1ou’ - 1%’ + 5014~ - 72u* + 67us - 8up - 10~ + 3 
s, = &d-l 
8, = I42 
B,=U5+0~u4+5u~-5u~+O~u+1. 
8, = us + 0 - u’ + 9uB - 12~4~ + 30u4 - 42us + 15uz -I- 6u - 3 
Cl = u4 + 0 - us + 4u2 - u - 1 
c2 = u’ + 0. u6 + 8u6 - 9u4 + 21u3 - 16~~ - 2u + 3 
es = ~10 + 0 * us + 12ua - 16~’ + 61~” - 106~~ + 157~~ - 144u* + 34~’ + 22~ - 9 
In a recent paper S. Beraha, J. Kahane and N. J. Weiss [2, 31 completely 
characterize the conditions that x be a limit of zeroes of an arbitrary (subject 
to some mild non-degeneracy conditions) sequence of polynomials satisfying 
a linear homogeneous recursion relation. Let us first state that characteriza- 
tion for our sequence {A,(U)) and then apply it. 
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It is well known that for fixed u the general solution to our recursion rela- 
tion, (5), depends on the characteristic roots of the characteristic equation, 
x2 +[& +fZ = 0, which are given by 
Xl.2 = 
4 f (ji” - ‘f~)~‘~ 
2 (8) 
Whenever these characteristic roots are distinct the general solution is given 
by 
A: = %Xln + a2x2*, (9) 
where CX~ and cl12 are determined from the initial condition as follows: 
011 = a, - aoxz 012 = - Al - &Xl 
Xl - x2 Xl--X2 s 
(10) 
We now state without proof the particularization of the main theorem of 
[2, 31 to our case. 
THEOREM 3. x is a limit of zeroes of(A,(u)] ifand only ifi xi(x) j > / xi(x) 1 S- 
q(x) = 0, where {i,,j} = (1, 2). 
The condition that x be a Iimit of zeroes may be rephrased by saying that 
either the characteristic roots are equimodular, i.e.; / x1(x)1 = 1 x2(x)1, or 
that one of the characteristic roots dominates and its coefficient in (9) 
vanishes, i.e.; C+(X) = 0, where i is the index of the dominant root. We shall 
soon see (Theorem 4) that the equimodularity condition admits a continuous 
manifold of solutions. Moreover, such solutions are independent of the 
initial conditions, and depend only on the recursion relation. On the other 
hand, we see from (10) that c+(x) has only finitely many zeroes, and these 
zeroes clearly depend on the initial conditions. We therefore refer to the 
second type of limit of zeroes as isolated and the first type as non-isolated. 
We next recast the equimodularity condition into a condition on a gener- 
alized discriminant. 
THEOREM 4. The roots of the quadratic equation x2 + fix + f2 = 0 are 
equimodtdar if and only if 
fi” - 4tf, = 0, (11) 
for some real number t such that 0 < t < 1.2 
a This theorem can be generalized to the roots of equations of higher degree. We shall 
leave the details for a subsequent paper but only mention here that it involves setting to 
zero an appropriate resultant. Our condition, for example, can be obtained from 
I 
(1 + WI f, 
L (1 + G)f2 = OF 
where G is the complex conjugate of o and w is an arbitrary unimodular complex number. 
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Proof. If we think of the complex numbers a = --/2 and b = cfiz - 4f$i2/2 
as vectors in the complex plane then the condition that the roots a + b 
and a - b be equimodular is equivalent to the condition that the vectors 
a and b be orthogonal. This in turn, is equivalent to the condition that the 
vectors representing the squares of these numbers be parallel but oppositely 
directed. That is; either there exists a non-negative real number s such that 
fi2 = -s(fi” - 4f2), or fi2 - 4f = 0. Solving forh2 we get 
Let t = s/(1 + s) and note that t(s) is one-one and as s ranges over all non- 
negative numbers, t ranges between 0 and 1. Note that the end-points must be 
included. fl 
To find the isolated limits of zeroes we take as candidates the zeroes of 
both 01~ and 01~ . It is computationally simpler to look for the zeroes of the 
product ollolz . From (8), (9) and (lo), we have 
(12) 
This can be viewed as the determinantal form for the case 12 = 0 of the 
matrix equation 
This result, of course, generalizes to higher order recursions. 
Now it often happens that some of the zeros offs are also zeros of CQ or 01~ .
To see how they arise, imagine that we redefine the starting point of our 
family of chromials. That is, Ai + AiV1 for i = 1, 2,... . Such a redefination 
makes no difference to the limits of zeros of the family of chromials but it 
does lead to a change in CQ . From (9) we see that oli -+ olixi , therefore, if 
we form the product of the new 01~ and 01~ we get an additional factor of 
x1x2 =32 - 
We now show that such zeros are of no consequence. 
THEOREM 5. Let x be a complex number such that 3,(x) = 0 and x is not a 
persistent zero of {A,). Then x cannot be a limit of zeroes. 
Proof. Since x is not a persistent zero, fi(x) # 0. We shall only consider 
the case when jl(x) > 0. The case for 3r(x) < 0 is analogous. From (8) we 
get J&X) = -f;(x) and xl(x) = 0. Therefore, / x&x)1 > I x1(x)1 and we must 
examine 01~(x). From (10) we see that OLD = -A1(x)/fl(x) and this must be 
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different from zero. For suppose that &x) = 0 then from the recursion 
relation (5) withf’,(x) = 0 it would follow that&x) = 0 for all n 3 1. But 
this contradict the hypothesis that x is not a persistent zero. i 
IV. RESULTS 
(a) The Isolated Limits 
We begin by computing the product o11~312 in accordance with equation (12). 
The data from Table II is used and Table III shows some of the intermediate 
results. We find that 
(24” + 3u + l)(U2 + U - 1) _ 
cl1ol2 - u(u” + 2u3 + 7242 - 1ou + 9) . 
TABLE III 
Zeroes of ala3 
3l = -(u” + 0 *us + 6u - 3) 
32 = 2u(u + 1)(1(” + u - 1) 
(Xl - X3)* =3,” - 432 = (u - l)Q4 + 2ua + 7d - 1ou + 9) 
(a) The family {A3 
&I, - Al,” = (u - l)&(u” f  3u + I)(uZ + u - l)u-’ 
(u” + 3u + 1)W + u - I) 
OLlLy3 = u(u” -I- 2ua + 7u’ - 1ou + 9) 
zeroes (not offe): 
-3 f  d5 
2 
(b) The family {B,J 
$8, - B,e = -gu - l)a(us + 3u + l)u-’ 
-(u - l)(uZ + 3u + 1) 
o11a12 = 2u(u4 + 2u3 + 7u3 - 1ou + 9) 
zeroes (not off& 
-3 -f 4s 
2 , 1 
(c) The family {CJ 
eoc3 - el* = gu - 1)yu f  l)(u’ + 3u + 1) 
(u - 1>yu* + 3u + l)(u f  1) 
%Oi* = 2(u4 + 2u3 + 7u3 - 1ou + 9) 
zeroes (not off,): 
3 It d5 
2 , l2 
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According to Theorem 5 we need only investigate the zeroes of u2 -t- 3~ + 1. 
Let 7* = (-3 f 51/2)/2 and let T stand for either T+ or T- . Making use of the 
reduction 72 = -(37 + 1) and the fact that 7 < 0 we get from Equations 
(6) and (8) that xl(~) = (7 - 3(5)‘/“)T and x2(‘) = (7 + 3(5)l12)7. That is 
We must therefore examine 012(T). We find from (10) that a2(T+) = 0 and 
c$(T-) # 0. Therefore T +  is the only non-persistent isolated limit of zeroes of 
the family {A,}. 
This number T +  is expressed as a value of the variable U. The corresponding 
value of the variable h is ((3 + (5)‘/3/2 which is of course B, , the “golden 
root” and this number, Tutte [6] has shown, is likely to be a limit of 
zeroes. 
In Tables 2 and 3 we also list the analogous data for the families {B,) and 
{C,}. As expected, (&} and {C,} also have T +  as a limit of zeroes. We further 
see that here, u = 1 needs to be examined as a possible limit of zeroes. 
However for u = 1, x1 = x2 so indeed we have a limit of zeroes but as a 
consequence of the equimodularity condition and this case will be treated 
as part of the non-isolated limits. 
(b) The Non-Isolated Limits 
By applying Theorem 4 to ourfi andj2 as given in (6) we find that a com- 
plex number x is a non-isolated limit of zeroes if and only if it satisfies the 
equation 
x6 + (12 - 8t) A? - (6 + 16t) Xs + 36x2 - (36 - 8t)x + 9 = 0, (14) 
for some real number t, such that 0 < t < 1. Hence for each value of t we have 
a sixth degree equation in x. If we plot all the non-isolated limits of zeroes in 
the complex plane we expect to find six curve segments. We have enlisted 
the aid of a digital computer to plot these curves and they are depicted in 
Figure 6. 
As examples of how we locate points on the curve plotted in Figure 6 let us 
look for the end points of the six segments. 
First take t = 0. Either from (14) or from noting that this corresponds to 
(fl(x))z = 0, we have 
(x3 + 6x - 3)2 = 0. 
The cubic has one real and two complex roots. These are shown on the curve 
in Figure 6. That these points are each common to two curves is a manifesta- 
tion of the fact that each root is of multiplicity 2. 
Next take t = 1. Again, either directly from (14) or from the observation 
that t = 1 corresponds to3i2 - 4fZ = 0, we get 
(x - 1)2(x4 + 2x3 + 7x2 - 10x + 9) = 0. 
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Complex u-plane 
“Y.,, “...,, ‘>..., ‘y 
+-cj 
FIG. 6. The non-isolated limits of zeroes. 
The quartic has 4 complex roots as shown in Figure 6 and the root at x = 1 
is of multiplicity 2 and is therefore common to two segments. 
Here we have a tantalizingly interesting situation. The value x = 1 is in 
the variable U. This corresponds to the value 4 in the h variable. So we have 
that the family of chromials {A,(u)} have zeroes which come aribitrarily 
close to X = 4. 
In fact, as we have seen, each of the three families {A,}, {B,) and {C,} 
has the same set of limits of zeroes. And so each of these families satisfies 
this same property that its zeroes come arbitrarily close to X = 4. 
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